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Introduction

• Classical corporate finance theory (Jensen-
Meckling) argues that firm owners should 
increase risk when firms are close to bankruptcy.
– Increases option value – transfers risk from equity to 

debtholders
– “Risk shifting” or “asset substitution” hypothesis.

• But there are also reasons to think that managers 
may decrease risk.
– Bankruptcy / reputation costs; franchise value
– “Risk management” rather than risk shifting.



Introduction

• It is difficult to test for risk shifting because of 
measurement and endogeneity issues.
– For this reason, the literature is small and with mixed 

results.
– Eisendorfer (JF, 2008); Becker and Stromberg (RFS, 2012); 

Rauh (RFS, 2009); Gilje (RFS, 2016) are the only papers that 
we know to offer direct tests.

• We add to this literature with evidence from P&C firms.
– Exogenous shocks to leverage (insurance losses)
– Transparent measures of risk-taking (investment ratings)
– Interesting differences in capital structure (stock vs. mutual 

companies)



Introduction

• Specifically,
– (1) Instrument leverage with insurance losses.
– (2) Test whether losses cause changes in asset composition

• Main results:
– Overall, evidence of risk shifting.  But…
– But almost all of it occurs among mutual companies.
– Mutuals also increase use of reinsurance.
– Stock companies tend to rebuild capital quickly after a shock.

• Conclusion:
– Capital structure and risk shifting interact in complex ways.
– It may be that risk shifting is more likely when capital 

constraints bind.



Background
• Data:
– Annual statutory filings on 1,023 P&C companies, 

2004 – 2018.
– Mutual companies constitute about 1/3 of the 

sample.

• Key variables:
– “Risky assets” = (junk bonds + equities + alt. 

investments) / assets
– “Loss ratio”  = (insurance losses –

recoveries)/premiums earned
– “Leverage” = Total Liabilities/assets



Summary Statistics



2SLS Specification

• Our baseline model is:
– First stage:

– Second stage:

for various outcome variables y.

– Parameter of interest is g.



First stage: Instrumenting leverage



Second stage: Capital Ratio



Second stage: Premiums ceded to reinsurers



Second stage: % of risky assets



Second stage: RBC ratio



Additional results
• Results are the same using only “catastrophic” 

losses (95th percentile)

• Results are not driven by firm size.
– But large mutuals regain capital more slowly than 

small mutuals and also do more risk shifting.

• No clear pattern across liability composition.
– But stock-company results are driven by firms with 

high policyholder liabilities



Conclusion

• We find evidence for risk shifting among P&C insurers, 
using exogenous insurances losses as instrument.

• However, the results are driven by mutual companies.
– After a shock, stock companies rebuild capital quickly 

(presumably by issuing stock).
– Mutual companies rely more on reinsurance but increase 

the riskiness of assets.

• Results suggest a subtle interplay between capital 
constraints and risk-shifting incentives.
– A possible reason for mixed results in previous literature.


